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 At the end of the spring semester at Alfred University the Masters of Fine Art students 
show their work in a gallery setting. “Aftercare”  was one of these gallery’s done by Austyn 
Taylor in the Fosdick-Nelson Gallery from April 30th until May 4th. The gallery showcasing 
Austyn’s ceramic skill and artistic prowess.  
 

The title “Aftercare” well defines what the exhibit is presenting from the artist. Being 
shown around the gallery were these ceramic sculptures of cartoon animals. However in the 
process of making the animals they became morphed with mangled designs left behind. This 
being intentional of course by the artist but no matter the distortion there is a unified reasoning 
behind the works.  

 
At first glance you may see the faces of the animals as being mauled by other animals of 

the sort. As if to bring real life behavior of animals into a cartoon sense but it seems to go deeper 
than just that. The fact that the animals are in a cartoon depiction has more to say in the choice. 
The cartoons appear to be the cartoons of the past and not that of modern animation. As if the 
distortion is meant that because these cartoons are old they have been both forgotten or have be 
rehashed time and time again to the point where they are no longer recognizable to the original 
animation. This seems to be where Austyn was trying to bring forth in the gallery. That 
revamped cartoons no longer have the same appeal as the original once had.   
 
 The artist did well presenting the works within the gallery to give off these ideas. The 
sculptures were mainly heads on the wall similar to a hunter putting a head on the wall of his kill. 
So as you viewed each piece you had to actively look slightly up towards it. Which furthers the 
idea of the cartoons dying off. The presentation was equally key in for the works to be effective 
in their messages. 



 
 



 


